German TeleClinic
Medicine Made in Germany

When people go abroad, be it on private trips or due to professional obligations, there
is a growing need for reliable medical expertise from home. Also, the growth of ‘medical
tourism’ with all his varieties means a growing demand for the international availability
of trusted medical services. And finally, the local lack of diagnostic capabilities and
therapeutic treatment options makes new international cooperation necessary.
“Medicine Made in Germany” in particular is held in high esteem regarding all these
aspects.
EPOS is therefore proud to present German Medicine in a virtual manner in collaboration
with the company Meytec as reaction to these needs. Under the umbrella of the “German
TeleClinic” and in partnership with selected local hospitals and physicians we have created:
A competence center to provide second medical opinions;
A first point of contact in case of acute medical problems abroad;
A coordination center for urgently needed care abroad; and
A platform for medical consultations between physicians.

INFORMATION

An interface with pre- and post-procedure care services for care received abroad;

The German TeleClinic
Competence Center for the Provision of Second Medical Opinions
There is considerable demand (objective as well as subjective) in many countries for western medicine
and western medical expertise. The objective demand may result in part from the missing diagnostic
and therapeutic treatment capabilities locally. The subjective demand in many regions of the world
results from distrust in the local health care system or from a basic pro-Western orientation. There is a
particular need for second medical opinions from highly developed healthcare systems, even if obtaining
them from abroad may results in high costs.
In the German TeleClinic the patient is meeting the physician from Germany virtually in his practice.
The medical expert assesses medical problems based on test results and other relevant medical records
transmitted before and can be consulted directly by the patient. There is no need for the patient to travel
abroad for health problems that often turn out to be trivial.
Interface with Pre and Post-procedure Care Services for Care Received Abroad
At the same time there is an increasing trend in receiving medical services in all their variety abroad.
Complex surgical procedures or therapies are often undergone abroad which sometimes may mean
accepting very high costs and risks. The reason for this behavior is usually the lack of treatment options
or capabilities locally. However, how can there be a reliable therapy preparation locally, when the diagnostic or therapeutic capabilities for this procedure or therapy are not even available in the respective
country? Even more problematic in these cases is a safe and successful aftercare following the return
from abroad.
The German TeleClinic enables patients to meet the German physician performing the treatment before
traveling there, to plan the treatment in a reliable manner together and to agree on the necessary precare services. Following the return of the patient home the German physician is available for continuous
monitoring of the healing process, feedback and reacting to any potential emergency situations.
First Point of Contact in Case of Acute Medical Problems Abroad
In case of acute medical problems the question often arises regarding the necessity and urgency of
looking for medical treatment locally. In most cases the person looking for medical assistance is unable
to assess the reliability of the hospitals and physicians available. Language barriers may also hinder the
necessary decision-making process. This often results in the person looking for medical assistance traveling
home even for trivial conditions when sufficient and appropriate medical care would have been available
locally.
In these cases the German TeleClinic can offer a first general assessment of the condition and advise the
patient on necessary actions and their urgency.
Coordination Center for Urgently Needed Care Abroad
In those cases where complicated therapies or surgical procedures abroad seem inevitable, there is a
need for specialized feedback and recommendations as well as continuous monitoring from medical
specialists at home. However, these are rarely available abroad.
The German TeleClinic and its specialists are also available for this type of consultations. If needed,
German physicians can also coordinate the necessary and recommended care with the local physicians
and thus ultimately accompany the care process.
Platform for Medical Consultations among Physicians
Next to these main tasks of the German TeleClinic there is additional potential for transnational medical
consultations and conferences among medical specialists depending on the basic equipment and additionally available telemedicine components.

Basic Principle of the German TeleClinic for Second Opinions
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This basic principle of the der German TeleClinic can be adapted in various manners to local circumstances or for special surroundings, e.g. utilization of a laptop computer for house calls.

Services of the German TeleClinic
The German TeleClinic is offering services in three different areas:
Provision of the technical infrastructure, organizational structure and the necessary trainings for the
respective business partners in other countries
Operation of the German TeleClinic Operation Center with a capable medical expert network in
Germany, safe and effective communication foundations and competent staff
Provision of the medical consultations by capable German hospitals and highly qualified physicians
The concept of the German TeleClinic implies business partners in the respective country (hospitals or
physicians), who operate the local center. These local partners receive comprehensive support including
the following services:
Delivering the standardized telemedicine equipment, usually based on the system VIMED® DOC of
the Meytec company
Providing the basic communication standards, standard operating procedures and other organizational
regulations
Conducting the necessary trainings for the staff of the local partner abroad including
Ensuring the technical system support
The Coordination Center of the German TeleClinic is the direct contact point for the local partners and
their patients. Moreover, it provides everything necessary for a safe and effective communication. This
applies to the communication of test results and other relevant medical reports as well as to the communication between the patient abroad and the physician in Germany. However, the preeminent task of the
Coordiation Center is to identify the medical specialists able to provide the most appropriate support
for a certain medical condition.
The physicians recommended by the Coordination Center and accepted by the patient prepare the consultation in a reliable manner by requesting all necessary medical records and analyzing them in detail.
They conduct the consultation to the degree requested by the patient and prepare a written report on
the process and its results.
In particular cases specialized physicians without the necessary telemedicine equipment can also be
visited by staff of the Coordination Center with appropriate mobile equipment to allow for a consultation
nevertheless.

Options for Further Expansion/Utilization
The basic model of the German TeleClinic described above can be expanded and adapted in various
manners:
1. It can be upgraded for specific medical requests or applications with various technical components.
2. Next to the medical consultations it can be utilized for various other purposes such as medical tele
conferences, eLearning etcetera.
3. Next to the communication with institutions in Germany it can also be utilized for medical consultations between other countries.
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